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With rapid development of the computer network technology and Web 
technology, as a new type of education mode, Modern distance education is not 
restricted by time, space and place. Everyone can learn freely anywhere and anytime. 
“Public education” is coming to be true，and Distance Exam System is an important 
research field. 
Based on the features of the usual exam system and the developed experiences of 
the exam system, the paper designed and realized the distance exam system, which 
based on Web technique， three layers framework model， the platform of Sql Server 
2005 database and ASP.NET technique. The system implements the functions of 
rubric management, examination paper management, system setting, user permission 
setting and online exam.  
Data Mining is a superior area in the information and database technology, and it 
is commonly considered as one of the key technology with wild developing 
perspective. The paper explores association rule algorithm in data mining, and 
analyzes the classical algorithm Apriori in detail, and proposes the deficiency of the 
algorithm, and adds the interest measure for association rule algorithm to mine the 
interested rules for the users. In the last, we use Microsoft association rule algorithm 
which based on Apriori to mine the large data in database of distance exam system, 
and generate valid model and rules. We analyze the discovered rules which help the 
administrators and teachers of distance education to hold how much information that 
students learn, and then the quality of teaching can be improved. 
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